YOUR CLOUD
YOUR CHOICE

ADOPITION OF PRIVATE CLOUD IS GROWING

of respondents described their cloud strategy approach as hybrid
percentage of respondents moving to the private cloud
of global infrastructure decision makers have implemented or are exploring internal private cloud

THE FUNDAMENTAL BARRIER:
INFLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE, LEGACY TECHNOLOGY

of respondents identified
SILOED COMPLEX EXPENSIVE

SOFTWARE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE IS THE FOUNDATION THAT ENABLES PRIVATE CLOUD

THE NUTANIX SOLUTION FOR YOUR CLOUD. YOUR CHOICE OF HYPERVISOR AND HARDWARE, NO VENDOR LOCK-IN

ONE PLATFORM, ANY APP

EASY
One-click deployment, update and management.

INTELLIGENT
Built-in AI and adaptive ML deliver smart automation.

RESILIENT
Keep your business running and data safe, with built-in security and data protection.

Trust in a vendor who is obsessed with your success

WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
Reduced server footprint by 80%. Concerned due to previous cloud design and complexity of managing resources from a distance. (Customer X, over 1,000 servers on Nutanix)

Daily review virtual desktop performance, system and user incident reports.

Reduced to add capacity from weeks to hours. (Customer X, over 1,000 users)

Deploy mission-critical apps, such as reservation systems and ticket counter apps, quickly, seamlessly without downtime. (Customer X, over 1,000 users)

Reduced time to add capacity from months to hours. (Customer X, over 1,000 users)

Reduced IT personnel and headaches in hours. Reduced change and maintenance by 70%. Power of IT to innovate and product development, which has been a key driver for the business. (Customer X, over 1,000 users)

READY TO BRING YOUR CLOUD INSIDE? LET CSPi TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS SHOW YOU HOW

Customer Satisfaction
97%